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ABSTRACT
As wireless sensor networks (WSNs) technologies are becoming more mature and the use of WSNs for different cyberphysical applications are becoming increasingly popular, it
is now possible to set up more than one WSN in the same
area. However, constant failures may occur in these WSNs,
causing a network to be partitioned into several parts. Nodes
in the parts without the sink will lose the opportunity to report their data, significantly degrading the performance of
the supported cyber physical applications. In this paper, we
propose SUSTAIN, a fault tolerance support algorithm that
adapts to the network conditions and exploits the nodes in
other neighboring networks as relays to resume communication for the faulty network. Our simulation results demonstrate that SUSTAIN increases the average packet delivery
ratio in the network sometimes by more than 40% with an
affordable amount of delay and cost overhead.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
management, Network monitoring

General Terms
Reliability, Algorithms

Keywords
wireless sensor networks; fault tolerance; network protocol;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) use cyber components to
monitor and control the physical world, and then use the status of physical world to further influence the design of cyber
infrastructures. We are especially interested in wireless CPS
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where cyber components are wirelessly connected. Wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) technology is one kind of commonly
used cyber elements in emerging wireless CPS. With the
increasing popularity of WSN deployment, more than one
WSN may be deployed in the same geographical area to
serve different physical applications. For instance, Sustainable Bridges [2] and Cartalk 2000 [17] are two physical applications with two dedicated WSNs deployed in the same area.
The former one monitors bridges in a cost-effective manner
using sensor nodes in order to detect structural defects as
soon as they appear, and the latter is a cooperative driver
assistance system that uses information captured by sensor
nodes to provide ad-hoc warnings related to transportation
problems like traffic jam, accidents, and lane or highway
merging. Each WSN is deployed for a specific functionality
and is isolated from the other. In other words, these two
WSNs do not collaborate with each other. This type of different WSN deployment in geographically overlapping areas
can be found in other applications as well. For instance,
one WSN may be deployed for energy management and the
other one used for surveillance of the same physical building;
or one WSN is used for road traffic monitoring and the other
one is used for loophole detection for the same segment of a
major road.
While using WSNs for wireless CPS brings lots of benefits,
WSNs are failure prone, so fault management techniques
need to be in place in order to keep the deployed WSNs
operational. This has spurred a large amount of research
in the design of fault detection, isolation, diagnosis, and recovery algorithms for WSNs. However, to the best of our
knowledge, those protocols and mechanisms are designed to
deal with faults in dedicated WSNs without exploring the
potential to be assisted by other WSNs deployed in the similar geographical area. We believe providing the techniques
to exploit the resources in geographically overlapping wireless CPS will significantly improve the performance of future
CPS.
In this paper, we propose SUSTAIN, an adaptive fault tolerant service that solicits help from other WSNs deployed
in geographically overlapping areas to provide best possible
service to CPS at hand. SUSTAIN is designed to support
data collection applications where all nodes in the network
send data to the sink. SUSTAIN adapts to fault severity in
current CPS: when data delivery can go through smoothly
in current CPS, no help from neighboring CPS is requested;
however, when partitions are identified in the current network, SUSTAIN constructs a data delivery path by using
nodes in other WSNs as relay nodes. Simulation results

show that SUSTAIN significantly increases packet delivery
ratio while incurring affordable overheads such as packet latency and cost in terms of number of hops of the packets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Problem
definition along with assumptions of this work is presented
in Section 2. Section 3 contains a complete discussion of
SUSTAIN. Section 4 discusses our simulation studies and
experimental results. In Section 5, we review existing fault
management techniques in WSNs; and Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

We refer to WSNs deployed in the same area for different purposes, as neighbor WSNs. Although the nodes in
neighbor WSNs are programmed in different ways to serve
different applications, some nodes are close enough to each
other and they are in the transmission range of each other.
We consider a representative scenario where all nodes in a
network need to send their data to the sink. As a result of
node or link failures, a network may be partitioned to disconnected parts, so the nodes isolated from the sink will not
be able to communicate with the sink. The sink will hence
lose the data from those nodes completely. The objective of
SUSTAIN is to resume the communication between the sink
and the disconnected parts of the network by using nodes in
neighbor WSNs as relays.
Without loss of generality, we refer to the network being considered for fault tolerance support as WSN1 and the
other network supporting it as WSN2. Note that there can
be more than one supporting network for WSN1, but the
same techniques can be applied. We assume that each WSN
in the area is initially connected and the full topology of each
WSN is available at its sink. We also assume that all nodes
have the same transmission range and many nodes are in the
transmission range of nodes in a neighbor WSN. The focus
of the work is to provide fault tolerance support, instead
of detecting faults in WSNs which has been investigated in
prior work as detailed in Section 5.

3.

MAIN DESIGN OF SUSTAIN

Before discussing the detailed design of SUSTAIN, we describe the following terms used throughout the paper. A
node in the transmission range of at least one node in neighbor WSNs is called an FT node. For each FT node, one of the
nodes within its transmission range in the neighbor WSN is
designated as its FT peer node. After the network is partitioned, one FT node in each part is designated as FT selected
node which serves as the access point of all nodes in this part
and other nodes use it to communicate with other parts of
the network. We also make a distinction between the part
including the sink (referred as sink-included part) and the
parts not including the sink (referred as no-sink parts) when
the network is partitioned.
SUSTAIN consists of three main mechanisms: discovering
network partitions, connecting sink-included part and each
no-sink part, and managing partitioning in no-sink parts.
Figure 1 is the flow chart of the algorithm.
• Identifying network partitions. Any fault reported to
the sink triggers SUSTAIN to determine the number
of network parts if the fault has led to any partitioning in the network. In the mean time, SUSTAIN also
identifies which part each node belongs to.

Figure 1: The flowchart of SUSTAIN
• Connecting sink-included part and each no-sink part.
For each no-sink part, SUSTAIN tries to construct a
communication path to the sink-included part by using
FT nodes. A sequence of nodes in the neighbor WSN
will be part of the newly constructed path.
• Managing partitioning in no-sink parts. After making
sure all no-sink parts have paths available for communicating with the sink, other nodes in no-sink parts
may still fail resulting in new disconnected parts. To
avoid consuming resources in internal sensor nodes,
faults in these no-sink parts are reported to the sink
where network partitions are identified at the sink in
a similar way as described in the first mechanism.

3.1

Identifying Network Partitions

When a failure is detected in any of the nodes or links
in the network, it will be reported to the sink. The sink,
then, examines whether the failure will cause network partitions. To do this, the algorithm considers the network as
a graph with nodes as the vertices and communication links
as edges. Basically, the algorithm determines whether the
failure results in an articulation set. An articulation set is
an extension of the concept of an articulation point in graph
theory whose removal disconnects the graph [7]. We consider
an articulation set as a set of nodes and links whose deletion
increases the total number of partitions in the network.
To identify partitions, faulty nodes and all of edges incident to them, as well as faulty links are first deleted from the
graph, then the connectivity of the result graph is checked
using depth first search (DFS) algorithm [7]. If the graph is
still connected, then the network is not partitioned. Otherwise, the network is partitioned, so the algorithm will further
identify all the partitions and nodes belong to those partitions. For instance, in Figure 2, the failure of node i causes
three partitions: P1 is the sink-included part, P2 and P3 are
no-sink parts.
In addition, all FT nodes are identified for each part by
each node sending out beacons. If a node can hear the beacons from a neighbor WSN, it is marked as an FT node. For
each FT node, a corresponding FT_peer node is also selected.
If an FT node receives beacons from more than one node in
the other WSN, it selects the first one as its FT_peer node.
Figure 3 demonstrates an example in which there is one sinkincluded part and one no-sink part in WSN1. WSN2 is its
supporting neighbor network. All of the FT nodes and their
FT_peer nodes are identified and grouped together.

3.2

Connecting sink-included Part and no-sink
Parts

After discovering partitioning in the network, this mechanism will be triggered to connect each no-sink parts and the
sink-included part. First, one FT node in the sink-included
part is selected by the sink as the FT_selected node to be
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Failure in node i partitions the network to
three parts
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sender before broadcasting the message to its neighbors. By
saving the id of the sender, a reverse path is built. If this
message is received by any FT node in WSN2 whose FT_peer
node belongs to a no-sink part (e.g., node l), the node will
send a response to the FT_peer node (e.g., node j) of the
FT_selected node using the created reverse path. This response message also will be overheard by the FT_peer node
in WSN1 (node k) of this FT node in WSN2 (node l). As the
FT node in WSN1 (node k) receives this message, it marks
itself as the FT_selected node and the path is complete.
Result of this process is depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 2: If node i fails, the sink can identify all
three partitions.
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Figure 3: A network is partitioned into two parts.
FT and FT_peer nodes are identified for each part and
grouped together.

used for communication with no-sink parts. To select an
FT_selected node, the sink broadcasts a message in the
sink-included part and looks for FT nodes. Any FT node
that receives this message responds to it. The sink marks
the sender of the first response as the FT_selected node
and sends it an acknowledgment. Other responses are all
discarded by the sink. The FT_selected node marks itself as FT_selected node after receiving this acknowledgment. This FT_selected node functions as an access point,
so all receptions and transmissions between this partition
and other no-sink parts will go through this node (e.g., node
i in Figure 3).
Second, a path will be constructed between this FT_selected
node and an FT node in a no-sink part using nodes in a neighbor WSN. To find the path, the sink sends a route request
message to the FT_peer node, requesting a path to the nosink part. This message is different from a regular routing
message which seeks a path to a destination node. Instead,
this message indicates that the sink is looking for an FT node
in a specific no-sink part. As the FT_selected node (e.g.,
node i) receives this message from the sink, it will forward
the message to its FT_peer node in WSN2 (e.g., node j).
Node j broadcasts this message to its neighbors in WSN2.
Each node that receives this message saves the id of the

Figure 4: A path between two parts is created using
nodes in a neighbor network. Bi-directional arrows
represent the created path between the parts of the
partitioned network.
All nodes in the no-sink parts select the FT node that
belongs to the created path as the FT_selected node. Any
node in these parts which has any data to send, transmits
it to this FT_selected node and the FT_selected node will
send the data to the sink using the created path. As a
result, each node in a no-sink part should have a route to
the FT_selected node in this part.

3.3

Managing Partitioning in no-sink Parts

In the situation depicted in Figure 2, the exact number of
partitions is known at the sink node. However, there are situations where the exact number of partitions is not known
at the sink. For example, in Figure 5, if node i fails at time
ti and is reported to the sink immediately, but node j fails
after ti , then the report of node j’s failure cannot reach the
sink and the sink does not have enough information to discover all the partitions. In other words, the exact number
of network parts is not known at the sink. Also, it is possible that the no-sink parts are further partitioned. Because
there is not any sink node in these parts and all nodes are
resource-constrained, we choose not to execute the partition identification and path construction processes on these
nodes. Instead, SUSTAIN deal with potential partitioning
in no-sink parts without help of the sink.
As mentioned in the previous mechanism, one FT node
in each no-sink part is designated as the FT_selected node.
This FT_selected node serves as the access point of this nosink part. The topology of this part is then transmitted to
the sink along with any faults reported to the FT_selected
node. The sink will run the two processes described in the
previous two subsections to provide fault tolerance for this
no-sink part.
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Figure 5: An example where the number of partitions is not known at the sink: If node j fails after
node i, the sink does not have any information about
part P3 .
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In prior work, there is not any similar fault tolerance supporting method that collaborates with neighbor WSNs, so
we use two baseline methods to evaluate the efficiency and
scalability of SUSTAIN. Both baseline methods use the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [3]: (i) “CTP-without-faults” in
which there is no partitioning in the network, serving as the
upper bound of the performance; (ii) “CTP-with-faults” in
which the network is partitioned. CTP does not deal with
network partitioning and delivers packets to one of accessible
roots in the network.
Three performance metrics are used: packet delivery ratio
(PDR), cost, and delay. PDR is the ratio of the total number
of received distinct packets to the total number of sent packets; cost is the average number of hops that packets travel
from sources to the sink; and delay is the average amount of
time it takes for packets to be delivered from sources to the
sink.
We implemented SUSTAIN in nesC [1] and ran simulations with TOSSIM [11]. We used the default models of
TOSSIM for radio and MAC layers. In all simulation scenarios, there are two WSNs (WSN1 and WSN2) and partitioning occurs only in WSN1. For WSN1, star topologies are
used with the sink node located in the middle of network.
All nodes send data to the sink every 8 seconds and to avoid
collisions, the starting time is randomized. Since faults that
do not make an articulation set are typically handled by existing fault tolerance mechanisms and SUSTAIN’s focus is
on network partitions caused by faults, in our evaluation, we
only simulate faults that will lead to network partitions. The
impact of network size and number of faults on the performance (i.e., PDR, cost and delay) are separately evaluated
in our simulation.
Impact of network size. Figure 6 demonstrates the
performance when the total number of nodes increases from
20 to 50 with the total number of parts being 3. We observe
that the increase in network size leads to decreasing PDR
and increasing cost and delay. This is because data traffic and network density increase when there are more nodes
in the network, resulting in more packet collisions, larger
queueing delay at intermediate nodes, and more number of
hops for delivered packets. We also observe that the PDR of
SUSTAIN is lower than CTP-without-faults but higher than
CTP-with-faults, while delay and cost are higher for SUSTAIN since SUSTAIN needs to take extra effort in engaging
the neighbor WSN.
Impact of number of faults. Figure 7 shows the impact
of fault severity on the performance when the network has
40 nodes and the number of partitions generated increases
from 1 to 5. The first data point in each sub-figure is actually
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Figure 6: Impact of network size (total number of
parts is 3)

the performance of CTP-without-faults. As expected, as the
number of parts increases, PDR decreases while delay and
cost increase. However, the amount of PDR decreasing is
smaller than that of CTP-with-faults and this difference is
more significant for a large number of partitions. This is
because with more partitions, more nodes get disconnected
from the sink and cannot deliver data to the sink. The
higher PDR of SUSTAIN comes at the price of higher cost

and latency, since it involves more work in order to build a
communication path using nodes from a neighbor WSN.
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Techniques dealing with faults in WSNs can be classified
into fault prevention, fault detection, fault isolation, fault
identification, and fault recovery [14]. The work presented
in this paper is more closely related to fault detection and
recovery, so we review these two areas in a bit more detail
in this section.
In fault detection techniques [4, 5, 8, 13, 15, 20], faults in
the network are classified into two main types [9]: functional
fault and data fault. Functional fault means that a node
completely breaks down and it does not function normally
and does not generate or forward any data in the network.
In situations where a node generates invalid data, a data
fault has occurred. With detected alarms, fault isolation
and identification processes diagnose and determine the real
causes. When the sink does not hear from a particular part
of the routing tree, it is unknown whether it is due to failure
of a key routing node, or failure of all nodes in a region. A
fault tracing protocol has been proposed [19] to differentiate
between these two cases. Sympathy [16] monitors regular
network traffic which is assumed to be frequently generated
by each non-failed node: sensor readings, synchronization
beacons, routing updates, etc. Sympathy treats the absence
of monitored traffic as an indication of faults. It uses metrics
traffic generated at the nodes to localize the failures. These
metrics include connectivity metrics, flow metrics, and node
metrics. SUSTAIN does not detect faults, instead, any of
these fault detection and tracing techniques can be applied
to trigger the execution of SUSTAIN.
Fault recovery techniques are used to treat faults, i.e.,
reverse their adverse effects. In general, faults can be (1)
discovered and recovered within the sensor network; or (2)
concealed at the sink after collecting and analyzing the sensor readings [14]. Fault tolerant protocols have been developed for sensor data collection (i.e., upstream delivery from
sensor nodes to the sink) [18, 10] or sensor data dissemination (i.e., downstream delivery from the sink to sensor
nodes) [12, 6]. However, all of these protocols aim to operate in a dedicated WSN. We haven not seen any work that
uses neighbor WSNs for fault tolerance. This is exactly the
objective and focus of SUSTAIN.
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Figure 7: Impact of fault severity (total number of
nodes is 40)
Performance summary. In summary, SUSTAIN mitigates the effect of partitioning in the network. It increases
average PDR in the partitioned WSN at a moderately increased cost and packet latency.

5.

RELATED WORK

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed SUSTAIN, an algorithm to
support fault tolerance in geographically overlapping WSNs.
In other words, SUSTAIN works for situations in which there
are two or more WSNs deployed in the same area for different
CPS. Simulation results indicate that SUSTAIN increases
the average PDR with an affordable overhead, so it is especially beneficial to cyber-physical applications where the
percentage of received data is more important than slightly
increased latency and number of hops for packets. Future
wireless CPS will heavily rely on WSNs and deploying more
than one WSN for different CPSs in the similar geographical area will also become very common, so adaptive fault
tolerance services such as SUSTAIN will fully demonstrate
its effectiveness in supporting emerging CPS.
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